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Item 1 The Chairman opened the General meeting  

Welcome and overview of the day: apologies and introductions. 
Item 2 Minutes of General Meeting held 21 October 2021  

Business arising; there were no Actions recorded  
RESO 1 Jim Cush moved  

 
That the Minutes of General Meeting held 21 October 2021 be accepted as a true and accurate record. 
 
Seconded by Jenny Brown                                                                                                       CARRIED  

Item 3 Chairman & CEO reports  
The Chair’s report was taken as read. The Chair discussed upcoming federal and state elections:  
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• The alternative Federal Government water policies have not yet been released.  
• Not seeking water to be an election issue; reflect on future Government’s approach on Basin 

Plan 
• Reflect on what a future government might do as the Basin Plan winds up.  
• NIC’s advocacy focus is on the shortfall associated with the SDLAM 605GL target and the ’up to’ 

450GL efficiency measures target.   
 
The CEO presented his report:  

• State of play upcoming elections; Federal; NSW bi-elections results; SA State Election; Vic State 
Election later 2022. Federal Election expected to be tight, potentially result in a hung parliament.   

• No date yet set for the next MINCO (Basin Water Ministers) meeting.  
• Key policy issues for focus: National Water Reform, Murray Darling Basin Plan and shortfall. 
• Basin Plan review and reconciliation, issues to be resolved prior to 2024; First Nations water. 
• Energy market transition and energy costs for the agriculture sector.   
• NIC participation in the MDBA established Climate Community of Practice group.  

 
Governance and Administration: NIC Board work continues with the Associations Forum on NIC 
Constitution amendments and review of NIC Membership Classes.  

• NIC relocated to new office premises in National Press Club building, Barton; with Board room to 
accommodate future Board meetings and NIC sub-committees.   

• Invite Members to contact CEO re potential new NIC memberships and/or contributors/donors.  
 
Ag Energy Taskforce advocacy: 

• Collaboration with The Energy Charter on several objectives:  
o To improve consultation via two forums per year between the agriculture sector and key 

energy agencies: AEMO, AEMC, AER, Energy Security Board etc. 
o Land use issues in the development of new infrastructure as part of energy market 

transition – interconnector poles and wires, solar farms, wind farms.  
o Potential appetite from Energy Charter members to fund the Taskforce. 

• NIC Federal Budget 2022-23: submission re Taskforce funding for a policy resource.  
• NIC Federal Election 2022 Platform: also includes funding request for Ag Energy Taskforce. 

 
The CEO to recommence regional visits and NIC virtual informal drop-in sessions.  
 
Members discussed the value of the drop-in sessions, particularly in the lead up to the federal election. 
Members to advise the CEO of any interest in the soon to be advertised NIC Admin Assistant position.  

Item 4 Treasurer’s report and Financial Overview  
Current environment: The Treasurer provided the following overview: 

• The value of NIC membership enabling the organisation to progress its work.  
• The organisation is tracking well, with those members who traditionally pay early. 
• Aged receivables currently $94,000; modest surplus around $10,000.  
• Proposed appointment of an Administrative Assistant.   
• Strong reserves in the balance sheet; net assets of $750,000. 
• NIC office relocation cost around $15,000 and increased rent; several properties inspected, 

settled on the National Press Club premises, a convenient location, and includes a board room.  
Item 5 Sub-committee reports: Committee Chairs (from previous day’s meetings)  

Irrigation Infrastructure Operators (IIO) committee: update by Chair, Karen Hutchinson: 
• The committee held a session with Daryl Quinlivan, Principal Adviser to the Government panel 

overseeing the ACCC report on Water Markets, with a particular focus on IIO issues.  
• Key issues: proposed mandatory code for water market intermediaries and who it captures.  
• The digital interface and how that might work and providing information to water market 

participants, costs and benefits. 



   
 

• How the Independent panel is being used to support the Roadmap and role of the states; how to 
engage with others who use the market.  

• The Panel’s Principal Adviser presentation regarding his advice to the Minister in December;  
• The IIO committee has concerns about the process where it appears the Principal Adviser is 

very focused on aligning the Government’s position 
• The IIO committee agreed on the following: 

o To actively engage in the Independent Panel process to ensure the Principal Adviser 
and panel understand IIO businesses.  

o To note the opportunity for IIOs in digital interface; there is value for market participants.  
o The need to engage more broadly with NIC beyond IIOs.   

• In summary, the Principal Adviser is suggesting nothing to worry about.  
 
Linda expressed concern that the Principal Adviser is seeking to crunch the states into an agreement. 
Also concern re the proposed mandatory code for intermediaries, yet definition is not year. Also need to 
understand that this matter has been examined in the past, and abandoned ((eg when Penny Wong was 
Minister). The solutions that NIC and water market users can offer up will achieve better outcomes.  
 
The Committee Chair noted the two NIC members on the Independent Panel who are alive to the issues, 
however the risk remains that the process does not become a ‘box ticking’ exercise.   
 
NIC Chair noted: the Principal Adviser and panel must also engage with those who use the market; not 
clear how that is going to occur. And whatever comes out of the intermediary process, those who use the 
market will pay for it; how to influence over the broader ACCC report.  
 
The CEO noted NIC will write to the Federal Water Minister and flag these concerns. The Committee 
Chair noted that NIC broader engagement in the process will enable members to offer up solutions. The 
letter to the Minister should note that NIC has concerns about the process and highlight that that 
engagement must also occur with those regularly involved in the water market.  
  
Members noted that what stands out, is that high level agreement has been reached with the states, but 
it is clear that there is a long way from agreement and a large amount of work to occur in that space; 
focus on the detail will be critical as opposed to simply the high-level issues.   
 
Michael Pisasale advised that Murray Irrigation has had meetings regarding the growth drivers, engaged 
by Daryl Quinlivan; the detail was examined; has that level of engagement occurred with others?  
 
The Committee Chair advised that engagement has occurred with all IIOs. Murrumbidgee Irrigation has 
shared information however the Principal Adviser suggests he has not yet received that report.   
 
NIC Chair also noted little support for proposed new Water Markets Agency, as proposed by ACCC.   
 
On another matter, the Committee will join together in a networking event, to be hosted by CIT and held 
when pandemic issues are no longer a risk to the staging the event; topics are under consideration.  
 
Energy sub-committee: update by Chair, Dale Holliss:   

• The 2022 NIC Federal Election Energy platform on Energy now developed with the Committee 
broadly endorsing the content.   

• The Committee also agreed that it be circulated to bodies like: AEMO, AEMC, AER, The Energy 
Charter, Energy Consumers Australia. 

• Continued collaboration with The Energy Charter on opportunities, eg:  
o Advocating for two roundtable forums/consultations per year between retailers and 

networks and the agriculture sector.  
o Seeking a 2-3 page regional and rural implications statement attached to all policy and 

regulatory proposals put forward by major bodies (AEMO, AEMC, AER, Government)  



   
 

o The objective to secure funding via The Energy Charter to support the work of the Ag 
Energy Taskforce. 

• The major policy and regulatory work underway in the Integrated System Plan (ISP) and the 
Energy Security Board’s Post 2025 Market Design work.  

• Advocacy on the need to avoid further gold plating of networks as the energy market transitions.  
• The Committee received an update from Greg McCarron (CIT) on issues in South Australia with 

a particular focus on the FCAS (frequency controlled ancillary services) charges currently 
imposed by AEMO and peak demand use issues; important to have visibility on these issues.  

 
Groundwater sub-committee: update by Chair, Mary Ewing 

• The original focus of the meeting was a presentation from Goulburn Murray Water and 
understanding of groundwater issues in Victoria; now to deferred to July and Nagambie meeting. 

 
Queensland update: metering issues, a work in progress; telemetry on groundwater will not be required.  

• Encroachment of coal seam gas on the Condamine Balonne and impact on groundwater; NIC to 
keep a watching brief on this.  

 
NSW update: Water Resource Plans not yet accredited, but it is thought close to accreditation.   

• In a wet year, groundwater usage has been low, so compliance triggers are unlikely.  
• Lower Macquarie and Lower Lachlan proposal to move to an area based individual compliance; 

DPIE not yet able to respond to this proposal though a good time to examine this issue. DPIE to 
consider this and other options that might achieve the same outcome. NSW Irrigators’ Council 
meeting with Department soon.  

• NSW metering of groundwater: NSW has approved a temporary exemption for small stock and 
domestic users if water is not extracted from an at-risk groundwater resource; concern that in 
time stock and domestic users will be required to instal meters, an expensive solution when 
some landowners are extracting very little; seeking feedback on potential solutions and a less 
costly way to meet metering requirements.  

 
Jim noted the current property-based accounting system and expressed concern that the NSW Dept is 
socialising losses across all users.  

ACTION 1 ACCC report on water markets: NIC to write to Federal Water Minister expressing concerns about:  
• The role of the Independent Panel and that it does not become a ‘box ticking’ exercise. 
• To what extent members of the Independent Panel are able to provide input; to also seek the 

Principal Adviser and panel to engage more broadly with those who use the market;  
• The need to understand the history of proposed mandatory codes for intermediaries, that is has 

been examined in the past and abandoned.  
• Concerns that establishing a mandatory code will result in additional costs for market users.  

Item 6 NIC Federal Election 2022 Platform  
The CEO provided an overview on the development of the NIC 2022 Federal Election platform with 
recommendations on Water and Energy. The document will be circulated to relevant candidates across 
all parties, party secretariats, Independent candidates and to key energy bodies, AER, AEMO, AEMC etc 
 
Members provided the following input:  

• The document to be shortened; Water and Energy issues in two separate documents. 
• Key bullet point language: to optimise all water use in response to climate change as part of 

future national water reform with all users being subject to the same standards of efficiency.  
• On the Basin Plan, highlight the recovery task if required level of offsets not met. 
• Remove the word ‘achieve’ in relation to the 450GL. 
• Highlight ‘no more buybacks’ and strengthen reference to water rights, secured and protected  
• Highlight irrigated agriculture employment contribution to communities.   
• Under the heading Contribution of Australian Agriculture, link National Water Grid Authority and 

to development opportunities for new irrigation regions where sustainable. 
• Delivery shortfalls and conveyance losses, not only confined to the Murray.  



   
 

 
Energy platform: Dale spoke to the document:  

• Key funding request $300,000 to support the work of the Ag Energy Taskforce over two years to 
embed a policy officer in NIC.  

• $250 million for a water and energy productivity program across the national energy market, 
providing an opportunity for irrigators to adopt water and energy saving solutions.  

• Electricity should not cost any more than 16 cents – Retail (R) 8 cents, Network (N) at 8 cents.   
• A suite of national food and fibre tariffs (supported by the Energy Security Board and ACCC) 
• Two forums per year between key energy bodies (AEMO, AER etc) and the agriculture sector. 
• Rural and regional impact statements attached to key energy policy and regulatory decisions 
• To prevent state governments (Qld and NSW) using the energy networks as ‘money printing’ – a 

rule via the AEMC that enables the AER to optimise the Regulated Asset Base (RAB) of 
electricity networks, similar to the pre-2006 National Energy Market rules, for transmission and 
distribution networks.  

 
Joy noted the wins that have been achieved due to the advocacy of the Ag Energy Taskforce and NIC. 

Item 7  NSW Government rescoped SDLAM projects: Better Bidgee and Better Baaka  
The Chair noted the lack of clarity around the rescoped Better Bidgee and Better Baaka projects and 
whether they will attract community support and to what extent they will deliver offsets as part of the 
2017 SDLAM adjustment to reach the estimated 605GL and for reconciliation by June 2024.  
 
It is critical that NIC maintains the spotlight on the issue and put questions to the NSW Government on 
the projects; NIC also seeking additional questions from Members to be put to the NSW Government.  
 
Ian Cole spoke to projects in the Better Baaka program:  

• A meeting held between Barwon Darling Water and state Government officials working on the 
Better Baaka; also attended the Bourke meeting.  

• Which parts of the Better Baaka could contribute to the SDLAM? No positive response received 
• Concern about the ‘grab bag’ of projects bundled into Better Baaka, some discussed/promised 

in the past, eg Wilcannia Weir project, announced and promised many times over twenty years.  
• Proposed project to raise the Bourke Weir to double the amount of water in the weir pool during 

drought; has not taken into account the cultural and heritage nature of the weir; it is concrete 
and built a long time ago; these issues raised with NSW Government during consultation; issues 
not thought through.  

• Two weirs downstream of Bourke, 19 and 20A below Louth, act as water supply for farmers and 
graziers along the river; they also have cultural value and should not be removed.  

• Promises made to spend funds on fish ladders which appear to be toolkit measures.  
• The proposed Better Baaka projects above Menindee will not deliver water savings.   
• Little information to date on a further project (not in Better Baaka) re a strategic water purchase. 
• The Toorale Water Infrastructure project; no water savings in terms of any significant amount.  

 
Michael cautioned against negativity around projects if there is opportunity to work through the issues:  

• It is recognised that the original Menindee project would never proceed but need to encourage 
MINCO and other decision makers to think differently about the SDLAM calculations.  

• NIC has long argued that thinking should be expanded to cover more complementary measures 
to bring them into scope.  

 
The Chair noted the opportunity to encourage Governments to work through issues to identify offsets as 
part of complementary, or non-flow, measures.   
  
Rosalie visited the Menindee Lakes last year and spoke with the community; there are things they are 
looking for and NIC should not be seen as negative if the community is supportive of projects; a 
connected river and fish passage contributes to a healthier river, how that equates to offsets is not clear.   
 



   
 

Linda observed if the re-worked projects have the effect of reducing the water recovery task; there is 
now an 80GL gap in the Menindee proposal for NSW to find. The risk is that the changes to the NSW 
projects impacts the offsets of all other SDLAM projects.   
 
Phil noted NIC’s support for the SDLAM principle; the Basin Plan was designed to be adaptive and 
Governments must demonstrate this; certain changes to the SDLAM will be required via legislation but 
support the principle to deliver 605GL.  
 
The Chair observed that any shortfall presents a risk for all Basin States. Other observation is there will 
be elements of projects in some communities that won’t be supported; how NIC addresses that issue.    
 
Ian cautioned against people thinking that the Better Baaka projects above Menindee would deliver 
water savings. Regarding the original Menindee project, local people moved to speak with Government 
about their concerns. Projects that affect other people’s livelihoods along the river should not be 
supported. Happy to support a new Weir at Wilcannia and fish ladders, but it is difficult to understand 
how proposed toolkit type measures on the Barwon Darling will deliver offsets.  
 
Karen noted that NIC has been strong on the point that projects should not have negative impacts. In 
terms of projects on the Murrumbidgee, NIC has been strong on the point that community impacts do not 
just relate to the people affected but need to think about impacts if efficiency measures are not delivered; 
communities do not need an extra 100GL to come of irrigation districts.  
 
Greg endorsed Karen’s comments; also noted the South Australian Labor Party’s water policy  
https://www.petermalinauskas.com.au/policies/our-plan-to-save-the-murray ensure that the Australian 
government takes responsibility for the delivery of the 450GL for South Australia’s end of the River Murray in the face of eastern 
states’ refusal to cooperate in its delivery (Though voluntary water buy-back if necessary.) Concern that MINCO might 
become a more confrontational process in coming months. If any savings are recognised, CIT would 
support as much as is possible.   
 
Jim noted that the Barwon Darling is an unregulated system; the biggest challenge is the constraints and 
what is the point of getting water if you can’t deliver it; potential to flood out thousands of people.  
 
Zara noted the consensus on buybacks; the SDL needs to be adjusted to include environmental 
equivalence; projects must be agreed by BOC (Basin Officials Committee); Better Baaka may be a good 
concept but won’t see the SDL outcomes; let the communities bring forward projects and where 
equivalence can be achieved. But, important to continue discussion about other projects and the work of 
the CEWH (Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder) and any native fish benefits; agreement from 
Governments is needed on the projects and any benefits.  
 
Following Jim’s comments on constraints, Linda agreed on the impacts on communities on that part of 
the Murray; those constraints should never have been in the constraints package; agree that projects 
must be agreed by BOC in terms of brokering a new approach, then via the national level through 
MINCO and the Federal Minister as MINCO Chair; highlight Greg’s comments that SA is a key 
contributor to what BOC decides and if a change of Government in SA, the ALP policy is clear.  
 
The Chair observed that with new evidence and work involving the CEWH, there may be opportunities.   

Item 8  Carla Tadich and Matt Coleman, MDBA: Murray Darling Water & Environment Research Program   
The Chair welcomed the guests to provide a presentation on the work underway as part of the research 
program: collaboration between water researchers, the C’wealth, the states and science disciplines:   
Matt is General Manager of applied science at MDBA: role is to collect science and to ensure it 
contributes to the Basin Plan and science and planning, science and stakeholders:  
Carla is Director of Strategic Partnerships.  

• $20M applied research, 4 years (end June 2025) 
• Governing Panel oversight: impact in water m’gmt, water policy and Basin communities 
• Multi-disciplinary, collaboration and codesign philosophy; Co-investment from research parties 

https://www.petermalinauskas.com.au/policies/our-plan-to-save-the-murray


   
 

• Investment across four themes; climate adaptation, hydrology, environmental outcomes, social 
economic and cultural outcomes. 

• Three investment areas: strategic research, tactical investments, communication & engagement  
 

Program Objectives: to deliver applied research – management decisions, maximise value to water 
reform and management from investment; leverage co-investment with research providers and key 
stakeholders; facilitate adoption of research 

• Co design and collaboration; between C’wealth and researchers; useful outputs from research – 
• Collaborators: research consortium (7 science agencies, First Nations) 
• Progress to date: Research consortium appointed; CSIRO and La Trobe University (leading with 

Griffith Uni; MLDRN, NBAN) 
Tactical projects: Northern Basin inflows, drone and AI tool for waterbird counting monitoring large 
landscapes, hydroclimate storylines. 

• 14 research questions; spread across the 4 themes  
• What benefits?  On hydrology, looking at flows, low flows and floodplain flows, to get improved 

ability to predict how low flows move through the system during extreme hot and dry conditions. 
Also looking at improved predictive capability, enhanced forecasting. 

• Improved low flow and floodplain harvesting; looking at Water Resource Plans and floodplain 
harvesting, the here and now and making better use of the water available; flows across the 
Basin, how much due to climate, Basin Plan and river operation. Looking at drivers of change. 

Environmental Outcomes: low flows, conservation outcomes, predictive modelling and improving ability 
to look at flow in the river, supplementing that on ground monitoring through predictive monitoring.  
Conservation outcomes: recognise that in the future, environmental water holders know where to put the 
water and the eco needs across the river, how to use the water as efficiently as possible. 
Social, Economic and cultural: seeking to supplement without good information. Plan to strengthen link 
with ABARES, economic changes under the Basin, and strengthen understanding how flows affect the 
condition of riverine system; and First Nations’ needs; community adaptation when less water available.  
Climate Adaptation: slide showing flow diagrams. Looking at modelling when Basin Plan was developed. 
Improving ability for environmental, social outcomes, improving First Nations views.  

• Enhancing Science for Basin Plan; 2021–2026;  
o 2025 Basin Plan Evaluation, 2026 Basin Plan Review 

• All feeds into Basin Plan evaluation and SDL adjustment; improved modes to support to do that.  
• Proposing to release a product in 2023 - Murray Darling Basin Outlook; what it looks like now 

and where going in the future (similar to Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority outlook).  
• The science and modelling on a four-year build. 

 
Questions and discussion:  
The Chair noted the testing of work at end 2023 with SDLAM and reconciliation, question regarding 
SDLAM projects and implementation, how will that be done when the projects will not be complete.  
 
Matt advised the steps at end of 2023; the Authority decides whether a reconciliation or not; some 
projects are at risk, but will need to do reconciliation, look at those projects, which ones are we confident 
they can be operational by mid-2024. Projects do not need to be completed but need confidence they 
can be operated; if there is a change in rule on the river operation, that key date of 30 June 2024.  
 
The Chair observed that the model that was run to assess offsets on the SDLAM, this newer model will 
run over the projects and be a different assessment, using a different model?  Matt noted the model will 
be upgraded; some of the projects have changed along the way and how they are represented.  
 
Steven noted that the modelling is based on the science that shows much hotter and drier conditions in 
the future, has modelling been completed on that not being the case?  Matt advised that the original 
Basin Plan was based on the historical climate data; the future work will still use that historical data, look 
at the future and stress test; historical climate data still to be used as a plank with a lot of information. 
The climate is warming, scientific census and how that flows through the river, could be drier in some 



   
 

areas, wetter in some areas. In southern basin, most models point to being drier; northern Basin, 
expectation of more extremes and might last longer, not clear if there will be a long-term average change  
 
Phil inquired whether Irrigation Infrastructure Operators form part of the research and collaboration? 2nd 
question, when completing the outlook will the effects on productive irrigation come into view? Matt 
advised that as part of the outlook, they are looking at the condition of the Basin; irrigation profitability will 
be a big part of the outlook in hydrology and outcomes. Re first question IIOs, around half a dozen 
community sessions conducted across the Basin, the research project will be shared with those 
communities. Looking for gaps and the project is designed to adapt along the way.  
 
Jenny raised a question regarding the upgraded model and SDLAM and what scope is in the model to 
interpret? The previous decision was based on flow outcomes; in terms of some of the rescoped SDL 
projects, to what extent is there flexibility and applying the best available science for outcomes? Matt 
advised that the SDLAM says whatever method is used must be agreed by the BOC and the Authority. 
In 2017 (SDLAM determination) the default approach was followed; it is possible to take what was used 
in 2017 and upgrade the model and introduce other lines of evidence. This is allowed under the Basin 
Plan, but to do this it must be something that is agreed by the Authority and BOC. 
 
Caren (unheard) …regarding confidence in the new models. Will some things be rebadged……is the 
2750GL enough or are outcomes being sought that will change that? Matt in response to question 
around confidence in the models, a lot of effort into upgrading models, MDBA and states; to make sure 
the models are future proof and to take account of upcoming challenges; confidence and transparency 
so the models can be interrogated by anyone in the community. 2nd question around re-examination of 
the SDLs, a difference is the Basin Plan development versus Basin Plan review, looking to the future and 
what can be achieved; the Basin Plan review will have all that modelling, but the lived experience will be 
important and the policy settings; the task is to make sure the science is up to date with the people’s 
lived experience. Cannot commit to whether SDLs will be re-examined; Suggests ‘yes’, it is probably 
likely to happen. In terms of the process, the Authority releases a discussion paper in 2025, that whole 
year will be dedicated to this, what we think and will seek feedback from irrigators and others.   
 
Zara noted the lived experience is an issue; how to work through the difference between the volume that 
was required and how the CEWH is required to use their water and to get the calculation, ie here is what 
we thought and this is what we are now doing. Matt noted that with first Basin Plan, there was a lot of 
modelling and looked at different options for SDLs; getting better on the emerging models and science; a 
big factor is the Northern Basin toolkit and the move beyond that modelling science world, that can be 
improved again; modelling will have to be done but the challenge is having the model for the lived 
experience. The CEWH and how they deliver water and where the modelling doesn’t match up. Getting 
better but need to get better again.  
 
Zara observed the narratives around outcomes; there may be some good outcomes, but because they 
don’t tick the right box or meet a flow target (in 2011/2012), very conscious of how that is brought into 
the framework and what communities want to see in that process. Progress has been made on Toolkit 
measures. Matt suggested encouraging these issues with opportunity to ‘ground truth’ along the way.  
 
The Chair reiterated Zara’s comments, very important and where Basin Plan moves in the next phase; 
have come a long way and many things learnt over the years; the CEWH has learnt a lot about how to 
manage a large volume of water across the Basin; everyone is united on outcomes. Looking forward to 
seeing the project and hope to have the research team back again for road testing, what is being seen 
on the ground, the modelling and how that is progressing.  

Item 9 Anthony Swirepik, Department of Agriculture, Water & Environment: Drought Resilience Self-
Assessment Tool; Sigrid Tijs and Jackie Allender from Deloitte.  
Background:  

• Helping farmers to adapt to climate variability and related trends and thereby improving the 
viability of their businesses. First live self-assessment tool, about 130 people involved. 



   
 

• Presenting the historical, seasonal and future climate at one location, including: 
• historical data (1961-2020) 
• seasonal forecasts (1-3 months) 
• future climate projections (2030, 2050, 2070) 

• Delivered by CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology, using a collaborative design process with 
end users; eighteen months into a four-year build; fast journey to set up a national platform; have 
historical, current and future climate data and building insights into that.  

• Value proposition and how to take that forward; working with users to co-design, deliver and 
adopt, to be beyond the life of this program. 

• Funded by the Future Drought Fund; Climate Services for Agriculture 
Pilot regions: Qld dry tropics, Condamine & Northern Tablelands, Vic Mallee & SE Australia, WA 
wheatbelt, Tropical North, Central West NSW, Riverina & Goulburn-Murray, Gippsland & Nthn Tasmania. 

 
Commodities Almonds for example and other industries.  

• Emissions scenarios and how this information is being used, eg if high emissions until 2070  
o emissions measured roughly on 2 degree mark and choices in the mitigation effort.  

• Keen to work with NIC, irrigators, ag sector to know what other things could be in the platform.  
• QR code and website links.  
• The project has linked up with the new drought hubs across the country  

 
Jackie Allender, Deloitte  

• Climate Services for Ag (CSA) is a good tool and much of the data is used that.  
• Dr Sat and demonstration; it is aligned with CSA but different things done. 
• Free digital tool that aims to inspire user curiosity regarding;  

o What resilience means and how resilient the user may be 
o Climate projections and information on potential impacts on commodity production 
o Options and resources for how to build resilience 

• What is Dr Sat? building on and supporting existing extensive climate resilience  
• A supplement to existing tools 
• Developed with the farming community for farming community 
• Aimed at national audience but with deeper insights in pilot regions (see above) and two 

commodities – ie grazing cattle in North Queensland, dryland cereal cropping in Vic, Mallee in 
SA and WA sheep/wheatbelt; looking at sheep, wool and dairy, Gippsland Nthn Tasmania 

• Not forcing producers to adopt any one particular way of operating their farm – nor replacement 
of existing farmer support channels and tools. 

• Tool developed from discussions with people about features that would be most useful  
• A further release later in the year with additional features and functionality.  
• Developing a resilience framework; farmers self-assessment; financial, environmental resilience 

and personal and social.  
• The Dr Sat tool and log in process; (people aware of privacy of their data) Deloitte clear about 

why they collect the data – can share data in a de-identified way.  
o What commodity, put in data, then main interests. 

• Once in Dr Sat, four modules; (see slides)  
• Then do Resilience Self-Assessment; if in a pilot region, can do an environmental assessment; 

others can do financial, personal and social assessment.  
• Next release, capability for multiple farms, multiple paddocks, customised information.    

 
Questions and discussion This approach agreed about 20 months ago, working with states and how their 
tools can be leveraged. 

• Commodities to be covered: expanding all the time, currently moving to get dairy, sheep meat 
and wool; others under consideration, possibly horticulture.  

• From CSA, 27 commodities by June 2024.  
• In terms of irrigation farms with a dryland component, will reach that mixed business outlook.   



   
 

 
Members thanked Anthony, Sigrid and Jackie.  
  
Members discussed the potential usefulness of the program; some concern regarding the overlap with 
the BoM seasonal forecast; will be helpful if the data is able to marry up with work undertaken by 
individual organisations/farmers.   
 
Michael noted the farm business approaches between the C’wealth and states; in Qld if farmers do a 
farm business resilience plan, grants are available to undertake certain activities and to populate their 
plans. NSW a different approach where individual farmers can be assisted to develop their plans.  

Item 10 Matt Schultz and Andrew Sutherland, Enel X partnership with Central Irrigation Trust, Battery 
Storage project  
Greg McCarron introduced guests with overview on how/why CIT became involved in the project:   

• Why CIT is involved in batteries; CIT’s long involvement in energy issues and advocating on the 
high cost of electricity for business 

• CIT is based in the Riverland in SA; hot and dry; 13 individual pressurised pump systems.  
• An ugly customer with high demands that are fixed and unmoveable at the wrong time of year, 

without opportunity to move to where energy prices are cheaper. 
• Energy makes up to 40% of operating costs, seeking to minimise and looked at options and 

joined a purchasing group, which has provided some advantages.  
• Looked at solar and diesel; had a trial and decided to test out the spot market in the winter 

period, very challenging. 
• Discussions with various people, thought about options which led to discussion with Enel X.   

 
Matt Schultz heads up the energy storage business of Enel X of Australia and NZ; responsible for the 
food and ag sector in the business. Presentation on the project: 

• Enel is one of the world’s largest energy utilities; climate action at top of company, sustainability  
• Enel X is the utility’s distributed energy resources, to decarbonise, to enable renewable future.  
• Largest virtual power plant operator in the world; significant operator of battery storage. 
• Have paid out $200 m to customers over time.  
• A big developer and operator of batteries, first development in Aust, will see the development of 

9 M/w, around $16m across 6-7 CIT sites across Riverland. 
• Speaking with CIT for some time; spoke about diesel generation; quickly identified that batteries 

would provide a much better solution and economically. 
• Primary driver: getting the risk/reward right; the model to develop, own and operate these 

batteries; CIT not required to fund any CAPEX, but receive the share of the total benefits. 
• Enel X is accountable for what is installed. Enel X makes the investment, so it must work  
• Map of Riverland. Site showing permits and those currently under construction and 

commissioning between May and August; one is a much larger and complex site, still going 
through permit process. A couple more sites – large penetration in the area.  

• Why is it needed? Distributed generation dominates; last year 1000% increase in renewable 
energy since 2010; combined capacity of that renewable is larger than the grid demand.  

• Huge turnaround in SA; another 10 years, AEMO says remainder of Australia will look similar. 
• AEMO says 6-19 GW of new dispatchable resources are needed to back up renewables, in the form of utility-scale 

pumped hydro, fast responding gas-fired generation, battery storage, demand response and aggregated DER 
participating as virtual power plants. 

• Largest is rooftop solar; this project helps to address that though dispatchable flexible capacity.  
• The Riverland already has minimum negative demand.  
• Project benefits: economic, operational, community and sustainability.  
• Economic: $200,000 in benefits to CIT or $300 m over the asset life.  

 
Greg advised CIT is in the project for a 15-year period. 
Andrew Sutherland, Head of food sector.  

• From an operational view, the battery will be integrated with the sites.  



   
 

• Generating community investment, CIT benefits; if there is outage, may not be available to CIT.  
• There is a sustainability benefit and can help manage peak loads on the grid.  

Project learnings: the frequency at which it will liaise with the network. Can do this at a number of sites 
and requires switch upgrades.   

• Early local planning, early network engagement, don’t rush procurement 
• Equipment options required to match site infra; large program cost effective v single project 
• Expect the unexpected.  

 
Steven observed the split between coal, solar, wind; solar and wind produce more electricity than is 
required and if wind and solar not producing, baseload coal to produce that power in the battery; diesel 
can be used day or night. Andrew noted the battery is a market facing asset with the charging behaviour 
of the battery; no coal in SA but wind, solar and natural gas; an excess of solar generation in the middle 
of the day.   
 
Matt advised all the power grids designed because it is difficult to store energy in bulk. It is not that there 
is not enough generation capacity, but not enough cheap generation capacity.  
 
Jim inquired how long would the battery run the pumps on the system? Andrew advised it is minutes, it is 
not an alternative power supply; might keep some of the smaller pumps going 20 minutes–30 minutes.  
 
Rosalie inquired whether the battery would help with power flicks that knock out the pumps. Andrew - it 
has that capability, it has transfer speed; there are variations in frequency from the grid, it is not 
considered a replacement asset, but once power has transferred from the grid to the battery.   
 
Andrew noted it is still a fact that these are highly expensive assets but there are circumstances where it 
becomes a feasible asset. Need to understand the profile of the site and how costs apply. Probably more 
feasible in SA and the economics of battery storage.  
 
Michael: struggling to understand the attraction for CIT if the batteries can only sustain the pumps for 1 
minute; Greg advised a different approach was needed and explained why it will benefit CIT. Demand 
must be managed against the grid; it also provides for CIT customers to have a network in the region,  
 
Andrew noted that Enel X was not in the business of selling batteries; they own and operate batteries but 
provide services to help stabilise the grid.  

Item 11 Matt Coulton, Bureau of Meteorology, MDBA Water Information Portal   
While BoM is funded to do this project for the Basin, hoping to do it nationally.  

• Designing services that can support farmers; To understand customer decisions, ag and water.   
• First version; 3 more versions by 2023. An information tool and useful for everyone. 
• Community: to be more resilient, business to be more productive  
• Irrigators high level of water literacy, info accessed is not always accurate; BoM aiming to build a 

tool that is useful.   
• Interest groups: to bring consistent facts to discussion; irrigators, green groups, councils.   

Water Information Portal: QR code on water information availability; storages individual, historical data; 
then how water is allocated and through the different uses.  

• Losses and how to manage  
• Two things: some had access to water when CEWH didn’t, this was because some had carried 

over; it was not about water availability but where that water came from; secondly, the use of pie 
charts and images overstates how much water irrigators are using; does not represent all the 
water in the river at one time.  

 
Questions and discussion: Cost of the project: $8 million over 4 years – and includes resourcing the 
states and other agencies to support BoM with data and engagement activities; confident BoM can 
deliver something useful; major synergies with the Department of Agriculture and with Climate Services 
for Agriculture, collective engagement.  



   
 

 
Karen question on losses; discussions with users & operators, different versions about what losses are.  
Matt suggested word ‘losses’ doesn’t help water literacy. In Gwydir catchments that resulted in 
floodplain, actually did good things but are branded as losses. It is about design, this much water went 
in, this much went out and this much was extracted.   
 
Michael queried about the temporary water market and the time a trade lands on an official water 
register, is the BoM linking into some of the commercial trading platforms. Matt advised there is an inter 
dependency; in terms of how Government wants to mandate how much of that information they collect, 
and whether it is a guideline, they are policy questions. But in terms of what BoM does, if that additional 
information becomes available the relevant legislation says as much information as BoM can provide 
without impacting people’s privacy. The ACCC calls that pre-trade data and that can be provided to BoM 
if it is made available. Under the Water Act, the BoM can issue compulsory standards or Government 
may choose to go down guidelines or best endeavours approach. Carrot or stick.  
 
The Chair followed up with a question about losses and how river operators manage water and how they 
account for that. Also, the issue about markets, it is the holy grail, price discovery and market depth.  
Matt responded, on the water market, BoM is developing a water information roadmap, 10-year horizon 
and separating vision; looking at water market from data, the value is if BoM can get that data in; it 
doesn’t so much matter if the app or tool provides the insights, that data can be provided. Need better 
data and more detailed data.   
 
Rosalie noted that in terms of water markets, the right information needs to go to non-irrigation 
communities and questions arise as to why the previous overbank flows re not being realised in South 
Australia. Matt advised those are the exact kind of issues where the BoM is struggling to get those user 
questions from the community and Indigenous communities.  
 
The Chair suggested this goes to basic hydrology and how the river system works and how water 
flattens out.   
 
Phil inquired whether BoM is able to show the delivery capacity of the rivers to demonstrate when water 
is starting to go over the bank – eg IVT (inter valley trade) on the Goulburn; when irrigators order water, 
they can see their channel capacity. Matt responded that is a good example and question for thought. 
Finally, Matt sought further engagement with people and noted the information gained through meeting 
recently with people in Moree; there is funding available for that engagement and BoM is keen to get the 
team out into communities on local turf, hopefully in the next few months up until December 2023 - to 
gather user stories, design and get the data.  

Item 12 Other Business 
Members discussed the CIT battery project and potential to partner with others for capacity.   

 General meeting closed at 3.40 pm  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


